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Abstract

Measuring the signals at the internal nodes of integrated circuits is important for the de-

sign verification and failure analysis of advanced microelectronics. Technological break-

throughs in the evolution of the VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) design and the mi-

croelectronic fabrication have continually driving integrated circuits to be denser, faster

and more complicated. The internal signal testing of integrated circuit is a challenging

problem for test engineers and researchers who must continually to develop ne\ry meas-

urement techniques to keep pace with the technological advances. Electrostatic force mi-

croscopy has been demonstrated to be a viable technique to meet the challenge, and it is

capable of performing non-invasive, high-spatial and temporal resolution, and high-

speed integrated circuit internal signal measurements. This report presents a amplitude

modulation high-speed non-contact signal sampling technique using electrostatic force

microscopy. The report also introduces the atomic force microscopy and its application

of sub-micron contact signal probing. Both techniques have been implemented and inte-

grated into a reasonably practical probing system. Non-contact and contact measure-

ments by this probing system on several test devices from commercial fabrications are

performed, and the results are presented in this report. Based on the test result analyzed,

the report concludes that the probing system, which utilizes the electrostatic force mi-

croscopy and atomic force microscopy techniques, is a reasonable tool for practical inte-

grated circuit internal node testing.
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Chøpter L

Introduction

L.1 ùIotivation

Measuring the signals at the internal nodes of integrated circuits (ICs) is important for

the design verification and failure analysis of advanced microelectronics. Technological

breakthroughs in the evolution of the VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) design and

the microelectronic fabrication continually drive integrated circuits to be denser, faster

and more complicated. The latest International Technology Roadmap for Semiconduc-

tors [1] from Semiconductor Industry Association suggests the emergence of microelec-

tronic circuits with deep sub-micrometer or below i00 nanometer critical structure num-

bers, several GHz clock rates, and few hundred millivolts of operating voltage in the near

future. This creates major challenges for test engineers and researchers in the IC failure

analysis field who must continually develop new measurement techniques to keep pace

with advances in microelectronics. As IC density, speed and complexity increase, infor-

mation on internal signal's rising/falling times, delays, waveshapes and voltage-levels

are required for characterizing potential dynamic failures. A technique to perform high



frequency, and non-invasive measurements at the internal nodes of an integrated circuit

with high-spatial and accurate temporal resolution would be a useful IC failure analysis

tool. In this report, the techniques based on scanning probe microscopy (SPM) are ap-

plied to IC internal signal measurements.

1.2 Outline

This report presents electrical probing methods of IC internal signal measurement using

two SPM-based techniques, electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) non-contact high-

speed sampling, and atomic force microscopy (AFM) sub-micron contact probing. This

work includes the study of the characteristics of the two techniques, their implementation

into a probing system, and their applications on several practical IC devices. Following

this introduction, Chapter 2 reviews several alternative techniques for measuring IC in-

ternal node signals to provide the context for this work. Chapter 3 provides an overview

of related SPM techniques, and its main part is focused on electrostatic force microscopy

operating principle. Chapter 4 studies the theories and characteristics of the electrostatic

force microscopy non-contact high-speed sampling, and the atomic force microscopy

sub-micron contact probing techniques. The system architecture of their implementation

into a probing system is reviewed. Chapter 5 presents IC internal signal measurement

results of both laboratory test samples and commercial IC chips. Both non-contact and

contact measurements are performed. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes this study, draws

several conclusions, and provides few suggestions for further research in this area.



Chøpter 2

Review of IC Internal Testing Techniques

As the importance of IC internal testing and its commercial potential, many diagnostic

tools have been developed to measure IC internal signals. This chapter offers an over-

view of some alternative techniques used in microelectronics testing. They are broadly

divided into two categories: contact probing, and non-contact probing.

2.1 Contact Probing

Contact probing is the simplest way to measure a signal in an integrated circuit by estab-

lishing an electrical contact with a needle probe between the test point and test equip-

ment. Depending on the applications and devices-under-test (DUT), various types of

contact probes are used, and they are discussed in the next few sections.

2.1,.1 On-wafer contact probing

Wafer probing is to test chips while they are still in semiconductor wafer. It is an espe-

cially critical production test. Wafer probing ensures that the chip manufacturer avoids

incuring the significant expense of assembling and packaging chips that do not meet



specification by identifying flaws early in the manufacturing process. As each chip con-

tains numerous bond pads, typical contact on-wafer probes have multiple probe tips, and

they are arranged into a customized test fixture (called a probe card) so that probe tips

can simultaneously contact all of the bond pads on one or maybe several chips. A Probe

station is usually used to manually or automatically align the wafer to permit the probes

to precisely contact the chip bond pads. Test equipment transmits electrical signals

through the probes or probe card to the chip and evaluates the signals which return from

the chip. Test equipment used with on-wafer contact probing in production test is often

called automated test equipment, or ATE, and is designed specifically for high-volume

testing.

2.1.2 Low Impedance Passive Probe

Low impedance passive probe is often used for monolithic microwave integrated circuit

high frequency signal measurement. High frequency probes up to 220 GHz are commer-

cially available [2]. Measuring aLGHz frequencies requires controlling the probe imped-

ance to match the characteristic impedance (usually 50O) as close as possible to the test

point to minimize the parasitic inductive and capacitive effects. Microwave low imped-

ance passive probe are commercially available in coaxial, microstrip and coplanar con-

figurations [3]. As shown in Figure 2.1 (a) and (b), a coaxial probe is to extend the center

conductor of a shielded coaxial cable to form the probe tip, and a micro strip probe is

formed by attaching a short needle probe to the end of the microstrip feed line. Both of

them can provide a 50O impedance match within a few millimeters to probe point. How-

ever, the main drawback of them is the parasitic inductance of the probe tips and the lack

of RF ground signals close to the test point.

Figure 2.1 Microwave probe types: (a) Coaxial probe, (b) Microstrip probe, (c) Coplanar probe [3].



In a coplanar waveguide configuration, as shown in Figure 2.1 (c), the probe is practi-

cally the center signal line of a 50O transmission line. Probe signal line is located be-

tween two ground lines and geometries of them are designed so that characteristic im-

pedance is 50O. The end of the line is tapered in width to match the probe point to the

test pads on a test device. The use of a coplanar probe to test a high frequency GaAs FET

(Field Emission Transistor) is illustrated in

Figure 2.2. Ground-Signal-Ground three direct contacts are made between coplanar

probe tips and each set oftest pad, and the other sides ofcoplanar probes are connected

to a networkanalyzer to obtain S-parameters of the FET device.

Figure2.2 Measurement of a GaAs FET using two coplanar probes [33].

2.1.3 Resistive divider passive probes

Resistive divider probes are examples of passive medium impedance probes. For exam-

ple, a 450O resistor is inserted in the signal line of the probe tip, and it results in a 10:1

attenuation and input impedance of 500Cl in a 50Q system. The measurement bandwidth

of resistive divider probes ranges from DC to lOGHz [4]. Probe input impedance can go

up to 5kO or higher. However, as the signal attenuation gets larger the signal becomes

more difficult to measure. This medium resistive loading and larger capacitive loading

are important limitations of these probes.



2.1.4 Active high impedance probes

Active probes are designed to achieve very high input impedance and very small capaci-

tive loading to the test point. The probe tip is directly connected to the unprotected gate

of a MOS field efÊect transistor (FET), and the MOS FET acts as a buffer between the

probe needle and a matched impedance transmission line. The active probes usually have

a loading of 0.01pF to few pF, which is mostly the gate capacitance of the MOS FET.

For example, a commercially available active probe from Picoprobe [2] has an input ca-

pacitance load of 0.04pF and a DC to I GHz 3-dB bandwidth. In order to achieve a large

measurement bandwidth it needs to increase the coupling capacitance between the test

point and measurement system, but this will also increase the effective capacitive loading.

There is usually a trade-off between bandwidth and loading.

2.2 Non-Contact Probing Techniques

2.2.1 Electron beam testing

Electron beam testing equipment has been commercially available and widely utilized as

IC internal signal measurement tool by the microelectronics industry for the past two

decades [6]. The principle of electron beam testing technique may be described with ref-

erence to Figure 2.3, which shows schematically an electron beam focused onto an IC

conductor.

Where the primary electron beam impinges, low-energy secondary electrons are released

from the IC conductor's surface, with an energy distribution function characteristic of the

emitting secondary electrons, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a).If a voltage is applied to the

conductor, the secondary electrons lose or gain proportional amount energy, which trans-

lates to a shift in their energy spectrum. For emission with positively biased conductor,

as shown in Figure 2.3 (b),lower energy secondary electrons are trapped by localpoten-

tial or reflected by a retarding field in an energy analyzer. This reduces the detected por-
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Figure 2.3 Principle of electron beam testing technique. (a) Conductor being probed biased at 0V. (b)

+5V bias on conductor and accompanying shift ofsecondary electron energy distribution [6].

High frequency measurement is achieved by using a pulsed primary electron beam, and

an equivalent-time scale sampling technique is used. The electron pulses are synchro-

nized with the repetitive circuit signal, and the signal amplitude at pulse location on an

equivalent-time scale is measured by examining the detected SE energy spectrum. By

shifting the sampling pulse's phase relative to the repetitive signal, the waveform can be

constructed point by point.

For low energy electron beam, the electron beam testing is non-invasive to normal circuit

operation. Several GHz of measurement bandwidth, voltage sensitivity of l60mV I J Hz ,

and below 0.5¡rm spatial resolution are achieved [7]. The frequency capability of elec-

tron beam testing is limited at about SGHz due to the primary electron sampling pulses

of about 40ps and the transit time effect of the secondary electrons [8]. Electron beam
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testing system is complex and expensive since measurement has to be done in a vacuum.

Devices under test must be placed in the vacuum and the electrical interface has to be

made through this vacuum between the devices and outside circuit stimulus system and

measurement equipment.

2.2.2 Photoemission probing

Photoemission probing of ICs relies on the detection and analysis of the weak light

pulses that are emitted by field-effect transistors (FETs) during their switching opera-

tions. Figure2.4 depicts the switching current induced light emission at FETs gates of a

CMOS inverter. Under static conditions, where the p-FET is fully conducting and n-FET

is switched off (while input voltage equals zero) or where the p-FET is switched off and

n-FET is fully conducting (When input voltage equals Vdd), there is no current flowing

in the FETs. On the other hand, when this inverter is changing its logic state, a transient

current does flow through the FETs, and it leads to a transient emission of light. Photo-

emission probing uses this effect to obtain IC internal signals' timing information. For

example, by detecting the emitted light pulses from different logic cells in a circuit and

analyzing the timing difference between the pulses will provide delay information be-

tween these logic elements.

vdd

ï"

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 (a) Light emission from FETs' gate areas induced by transient current of a CMOS inverter.

(b) Diagram of CMOS FET's transient currents of a inverter.
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Using a time-correlated photon counting technique [9], The temporal properties of light

detected by photon counting can be analyzed at the picosecond level. A spatial resolution

of lpm was achieved by using a Mepsicron photon detector [10]. It works with high

magnification optical system on the photo-cathode of the photon detector. This technique

is also able to probe several test points in the same time as light emissions can be de-

tected simultaneously.

A big disadvantage of this technique is that the measurement may be very time-

consuming. As experimentally discovered [11], a detectable photon emission usually

only happens in I of 106 switching operations, photon detector system integration times

can approach hundreds ofthousands ofseconds in the worst case, or as long as 10 to 20

hours. This is the case particularly when the repetition rates for the test patterns used to

exercise a chip can be of the order of microseconds or longer.

2.2.3 Electro-optic sampling

This technique employs the electro-optic effect [12] that is the change in the birefrin-

gence properties of certain crystals when placed in an electric field. This effect rotates

the polarization of light propagating tlrough such a crystal. An electro-optic probe can

be constructed with such electro-optic crystal, typically LiTaO¡, at probe tip, as shown in

Figure 2.5.

Transparent
support

E[ectro-optic
crystaltip

Figure 2.5 Diagram of electro-optic sampling probe tip.



The probe is positioned close to the test point, and the tip end is emerged in the electrical

field to be tested. An optical beam travels in the probe through the electro-optic crystal

tip, and it is reflected by the end of probe tip. By measuring the polarization change of

the reflected beam, the electric field resulting from voltages on a circuit can be investi

gated.

The principle of a more detailed electro-optic probing setup is depicted in Figure 2.6. A

Laser is focused into the electro-optic probe and is reflected back by the probe end mir-

ror surface. The use of polarizing beam splitter andthe photo-detector enables the meas-

urement of polarrzation changes of the return Laser beam, and the changes are directly

related to the electrical signals at test point. Normally measurement of high-speed signals

needs a sampling technique where the Laser beam is a train of short pulses and they are

the sampling gates. This sampling technique requires the signalto be measured is repeti-

tive. The pulse width of the Laser beam determines the temporal resolution of this meas-

urement technique. Advances in Laser technology have enabled the generation of very

short pulses, as low as 100fs in some of the fastest systems [12], which provides a very

high temporal resolution.

lnput
signal

Figure 2.6 Diagram ofelectro-optic probing setup.

Output
waveform
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Electro-optic probing is expected to have very minimal invasiveness due to the carner

generation by the Laser light. It has excellent temporal resolution as long as very narrow

Laser pulses can be generated, however it is complex and expensive equipment due to

the complexity of Laser system. As the technique measures the electric fields instead of

the voltage directly, calibrations are required for absolute voltage measurements.

2.2.4 Infrared Laser probing

Infrared Laser diagnostic system is optical probing equipment that mainly developed for

flip-chip backside probing. Backside probing is measuring IC internal signals from the

silicon substrate side for flip-chip mounted ICs, and it will be explained in details at later

section. In operation, the system uses infrared lasers operating at 1.06 microns to probe

through the backside of devices. At that wavelength, silicon of even 80O-micron thick-

ness is transparent to infrared light, thus eliminating the need to produce deep holes in an

IC to access the active regions of CMOS transistors. This technique relies on the

interaction between the optical beam and the local electrical field generated by the IC

transistor switching operations. The variation in carriers between source and drain during

transistor switching produces an electrical field, and this field can vary the phase and

amplitude of a light beam reflecting from the device. For high-speed measurement, a

pulse sampling technique is used. The infrared Laser generates a train of sampling pulses

that are synchronized with circuit excitation signals. Examining the reflected beam's

phase and amplitude changes gives the signal timing information at switching transistor.

Besides its backside probing capability, the infrared Laser probing system is also non-

invasive electronically to the circuit under test. Measurement bandwidth of lOGHz and

timing resolution of lOps are achievable [13]. However, focusing of the infrared Laser

limits this technique's special resolution to about 0.5pm. Since the test points have to be

active areas of IC transistors, this technique is not good to test signals at IC metal con-

ductors.
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Chøpter 3

Electrostatic Force Microscope

Having reviewed several alternative methods for IC internal signal measurement, this

chapter will focus on the technique we used for the task the Electrostatic Force Micros-

copy (EFM). Since the invention of scanning tunneling microscope (STM), various

forms of scanning probe microscopy (SPlvl) techniques were developed. They all meas-

ure certain localized properties of a sample using interaction with a very sharp probe op-

erated very close to its surface. EFM is one member of SPMs, and the interaction be-

tween an EFM probe and test sample is, as its name says, electrostatic force. EFM is ca-

pable of measuring a sample's surface properties that affect the electrostatic interaction,

such as surface charge density, surface potential. This chapter discusses EFM's operating

principle. It starts with brief introductions of STM, as STM is the origin of all SPM tech-

niques. A broad review is given to a subset of SPM, which is scanning force microscopy

(SFM). Finally, the EFM operating principle is presented in details.

3.L Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy was invented by Gerd

1982 ll4].It enables surface topography measurements

Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer in

with atomic resolution for the
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fìrst time, and Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer were awarded Nobel Prize for their

remarkable achievements.

A sample STM operation illustration is shown in Figure 3.1. A sharp metallic tip is

brought close to a conducting substrate at a distance of few Angstroms. At this distance,

there is a significant overlap between the electron wave functions of the atoms in the

very tip end and substrate right below it, and the space between the tip and substrate

plays the role of a potential barrier. When a bias voltage is applied between the tip and

the substrate, a tunneling current is established through this potential barier. Using a

square potential barrier approximation, the tunneling current decays exponentially within

the barrier, so it often flows between few atoms or even a single atom at very end of the

sharp tip and a localized atom cluster in substrate surface. This property gives STM the

ability for atomic resolution surface studies.

o/-.yt
Piezo-positioner

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the scanning tunneling microscopy technique [4].

As seen in Figure 3.1, the motion of the tip is controlled on a fine scale by a piezoelectric

positioner. STM is usually operated in a constant current mode using a feedback loop.

The feedback loop sends control signal to the piezo-positioner Z-axis and causes the tip

to track the substrate surface with very high precision while it is scanned over the sam-

ple. Thus the Z-dtrection control signalprovides the surface topography data.
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Measurements with STM can only be performed on metallic surface, and

sample have to be conducting. However, the success of the initial STM

conceptualized a whole new set of scanning probe microscopes that are

physics, material science, biologic studies, and many other fields.

both the tip and

experiment has

used in surface

3.2 Scanning Force Microscopy

Scanning force microscopy (SFM) is the technique that was stimulated by the STM prin-

ciple concept. Like in a STM, the same sharp tip and precise tip motion control mecha-

nism are used, however a scanning force microscope employs the force between the tip

and the sample surface instead of tunneling current. Thus, SFM overcomes the limitation

of the STM which is the need for conducting tip and test surfaces. In order to monitor the

force, as shown in Figure 3.2, a scanning force microscope's sharp tip is usually mounted

at the end of a small, flexible cantilever beam, and the cantilever deflection is measured,

which is proportional to the force acting on the tip. Structures and characteristics of SFM

tip and cantilever are going to be reviewed in details later in this chapter.

Sample

Figure 3.2 Diagram of scanning force microscopy operating principle.

Various SFM tools were developed according to different characterizations of the force

between the tip and the surface. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was the very frst one

[15]. In an AFM tool, the AFM's sharp tip is placed in contact with the surface of the

material under investigation. The designated contact force is typically the repulsive

atomic interaction which results from the overlapping of electron clouds of the atoms

around the contact points between the tip and the surface. As the tip is scanned over the

Tip

Piezo-positioner
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sample surface, the atomic force deflects the cantilever. Similarly, a feedback system can

be used to keep a constant repulsive force with controlling a steady deflection of the can-

tilever. In the mean time, the tip is scanned over the sample to track the topography of

the surface. AFM surface imaging resolution at the order of nanometer is achievable with

very sharp tips.

The AFM contact-mode surface micro-imaging concept has been extended beyond just

obtaining surface topographies. For example, the Scanning Capacitance Microscope

(SClvÐ [16] and scanning resistance microscope (SRM) lITl are contact microscopes that

are able to perform 2-D profiling of carrier and dopant concentrations in semiconductors

with nanometer spatial resolution. SCM and SRM measure localized contact capacitance

and resistance, which are related to local semiconductor carrier and dopant concentra-

tions, to trace dopant levels in semiconductor devices. Both the SCM and SRM are very

useful tools for the verification of integrated circuit fabrication processes.

SFMs operated in non-contact mode have also been developed to minimize the contact

disturbance to samples under test. With non-contact SFMs, the tip and the sample surface

are at relatively large separation, usually beyond 10-100 nm. At this distance, the interac-

tions between the tip and the surface are dominated by long-range forces, and they are

typically Van Der Waals, Coulomb, magnetic, and electrostatic forces. Since these long -

range forces are usually much smaller than contact forces, the force detection technique

is different from measuring cantilever defection directly. Instead, the force gradient de-

tection technique is often used. The cantilever is driven by an exciting signal at a fre-

quency close to its resonant frequency. Due to interactions between the tip and the sam-

ple, the force gradient on the tip is like add or subtract of a spring and changes the reso-

nant frequency of the cantilever, as seen in Figure 3.3. The shift in resonance can be de-

tected by observing the change amplitude of the cantilever vibration. Techniques which

measure phase and frequency changes of the cantilever are also used to examine the

lo ng-range tip-surface forces.
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Figure 3.3 Diagram illustration of measuring amplitude in force gradient detection technique.

Magnetic Force Microscope (MFM) is one of non-contact SFMs which uses a magnetic

tip to detect magneto-static forces [18]. The tip is usually iron or nickel for their strong

magnetic dipole moments. MFM can image topography and magnetic domains in a wide

range of materials, such as magnetic recording medium which produces strong stray

magnetic fields. Imaging spatial resolution is determined mainly by the sharpness of the

tip and it can be as high as 10nm. An interesting application of MFM is internal current

probing of integrated circuits [19]. This application utilized Ampere's law, and the mag-

netic fields which are generated by the electrical currents are imaged by scanning a mag-

netic tip over the conductor carrying the current. Current directions and magnitudes were

examined from the images with reported sensitivities of lmA DC and 1pA AC [19],

Electrostatic force microscopy technique, which utilizes the electrostatic force between

the tip and samples, is the main focus of the research report. EFM has been developed

for microelectronics test applications, such as: measuring the localized surface charge

[20], profiling semiconductor carriers [21], imaging ferroelectric domains 1221, and ex-

amining the contact potential difference between various types materials [23]. This re-

search work employs EFM to IC internal signal probing. EFM principle is presented in

the following sections.
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3.3 Electrostatic Force Microscopy

3.3.1 Basic operation principle

An EFM instrument operates by detecting the cantilever deflection of a small conducting

probe which is caused by the electrostatic force between the tip at the end of the probe

and the integrated circuit under test. The electrostatic force results from the potential dif-

ference and the capacitive coupling between the probe and the circuit under test, Figure

3.4 illustrates an EFM probe tip is placed at a small distance above a conductor trace of a

test sample.

Laser source

Figure 3.4 Electrostatic force microscopy operating principle.

The conducting EFM probe is excited at a specified voltage vr(t), and localized voltage

of the conductor trace is v,(x,y,t), which is the unknown voltage and to be measured. The

EFM tip and the conductor also form a localized capacitance C(x,y,z). As the electrical

energy ofthe capacitive system can be expressed as:

u =!cv'
2

ve(t)

c (x,y,z)
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then, the electrostatic force experienced by the EFM probe is:

Due to EFM cantilever's geometry, the main deflection of it is at z-axis, and EFM

deflection sensor is also configured to detect z-direction deflection. Z-axis electrostatic

force is given by:

F =yry =!v(ctr')

n" = !!çcr'¡) ðz'

Replacing the capacitance and voltage difference befween

shown in Figure 3.4, (3.3) becomes:

," = )*r(x, y, z)lvo(t)-v,(x, y,t)12

(3.2)

(3.3)

the capacitor by notations

(3.4)

According to above equation, the electrostatic force is proportional to the capacitance

gradient which is dependent on the localized physical geometry and relative position of

the EFM probe tip and the test sample; and the electrostatic force is also changing with

the square of the potential difference between the probe and the circuit trace.

By sensing the deflections of the EFM cantilever induced by the force expressed in (3.4),

information about the circuit signal v"(x,y,t) can be obtained. The next few sections will

provide detail studies of the EFM cantilevers, EFM probe piezo-scanner's properties, and

the cantilever deflection detection mechanism. They are all critical elements to EFM op-

eration. Techniques to measure DC and analog circuit signalwill also be reviewed.

3.3.2 EFM cantilever characterization

The EFM cantilever deflection by the electrostatic force relies on its mechanical proper-

ties. The cantilever acts as a spring, and its spring constant and frequency response are

essential properties in EFM operation.
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Spring constant k of a cantilever structure fixed on one end, defines the rigidity of its vr-

bration, and is givenby l24l:

Where / is the length of the cantilever, E is the modulus of elasticity, and I is moment of

inertia. -Ð is dependent on the material composition of the cantilever and.I is a function of

the cantilever geometries. For instance, a cantilever beam with a rectangular cross sec-

tionofwidthwandthickness/hasamomentof inertia l:wt3llZ.Then,thespringcon-

stant of this cantilever is:

. 3EI
n - -----=-

I'

- Ewt3
fu - --------:-

4l'

(3.s)

(3.6)

As the electrostatic force is a function of time, the deflection of the cantilever under such

force is defined by its dynamic response. Resonant frequency is a important parameter to

determine the system dynamic response. A vibrating system has propensity to vibrate at

a particular frequency, and this frequency is called the resonant frequency. By solving

the homogeneous equation of the cantilever system, the fundamental resonant frequency

ofthe above rectangular-cross-section cantilever,/, is given by pal:

0r= a, = Znf, (3.7)

where k is the spring constant, p is the mass density of the cantilever material, and mr.,,

is the mass of the tip only. Then result of the homogeneous equation of the cantilever

motion under an external force, i.e. the frequency response, is l24l:

lc(r)l= o>0 (3.8)

This frequency response is graphed in Figure 3.5.

0.24pwtl + m,o

(Qtk)(04/at)

l+8'(a'-9)'
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Figure 3.5 Data curve of the frequency response of the micro-machined rectangular cantilever.

where is p is called quality factor, and it is def,rned as o,/Ae with Ao being the 3dB

bandwidth from resonance. Then cantilever deflection due to the external force .F, is:

LZ(a) = F,(@lG(a)l: r,ça¡
(Qlk)(a, /a)

Ø>0 (3.e)

t+ Q'€'- 9)'
0 0),

At ar), equation (3.9) becomes AZ: F,/k,which is the static response of the system. It

is the familiar Hook's Law.

As seen in Figure 3.5, with a normalized amplitude of external force, the maximum can-

tilever deflection occurs when the external driving frequency equals the resonant fre-

quency. That is:

LZI
I a=a, = l'"@')

Obviously, the magnitude of deflection at a,Ì. is enhanced by a factor of Q

static where ar}. As mentioned, the long-range electrostatic force is much

the contact atomic force, and an EFM probe is usually driven at its resonant

increase the sensitivity of the deflection detection.

(3. I 0)

from that at

smaller than

frequency to
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The EFM probes used in this research are micro-machined cantilevers. As shown tn

Figure 3.6, they are silicon cantilever with WzC conducting coating [25].

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6 Micro-machined rectangular cantilever and tip.

Micro-machine technology is of utmost importance for fabricating EFM probe. As illus-

trated in Figure 3.6 (b), it is capable of fabricating probe tip with radius of curvature as

small as 10nm. This is essential to achieve high spatial resolution for both contact imag-

ing and non-contact EFM probing.

Typical geometries, spring constant, resonant frequency and Q factor [4] of these silicon

rectangular cantilevers are listed below, which are from the data sheet of [25]:

Geometry:
Spring constant:

Resonant frequency:

Q factor:

/:3 50t5pm, w:35*3pm, t:1.5+0.2pm.
0.05+0.02 N/m.
l4t3 kÍIz.
30r3.

3.3.3 Piezo positioner/scanner

EFM tools, like other SFMs, uses piezo actuators for very-high-resolution positioning

and scanning. The actuators are made from elements of materials exhibit the piezo effect

and change their dimensions under an applied electric field. As the displacement of a

2t



piezo element is based on the continuously changing the orientation of electrical dipoles

in the elementary piezo cell, its movement resolution depends on the electrical field ap-

plied and is theoretically unlimited. No one has yet observed quantum motion in piezo.

Inf,rnitesimally small changes in operating voltage are converted to linearly fine move-

ments. To give a quantitative picture, as shown in Figure 3.7 (a), aPZT (LeadZirconate

Titanate, a common piezo material) tube with a 100V applied between inner and outer

coating electrodes can reach a relative length change of 0.05%o, that is 25¡tm for a 5cm

long piezo tube. In another word, it moves Z.SÅ laUout the size of an atom's diameter)

by one millivolt.

Yr /')I

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7 Piezo tube actuator and piezo tube scanner.

Figure 3.7 (b) also shows a sample 3-axes piezo scanner made by dividing the outer elec-

trode into four parts. This scanner is able to distort the tube and move a sample mounted

atop it in three dimensions by applying the appropriate voltages to the electrodes, and it

is commonly used in laboratory scanning microscopes.

3.3.4 Laser beam deflection detection system

Laser beam deflection detection technique is a capable and reliable cantilever deflection

method. It is widely used in various kinds of SPMs. The method is illustrated in Figure

3.8, where a Laser beam is focused on the end ofthe cantilever probe and reflected back

to a bi-cell photodiode. The deflection of the cantilever causes the Laser spot movement

vz

v-y
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between two photoactive cells, then the difference of photocunents induced by the Laser

light between the two cells are converted to electrical signals. The following is a more

detailed analysis.

Bi-cell Photodiode

I

Figure 3.8 Laser beam deflection detection system.

The deflection along the cantilever due to a vertical force (F) applied at the end of it is

given by:

I
z

(3.1 1)

(3.r2)

Where / is the length of the cantilever, E is the modulus of elasticity, and 1is the moment

of inertia of the cantilever. If the deflection is small, the deflection angle @" at the end of

cantilever can be approximated as following:

Using (3.5) and F:kAz, above equation becomes:

- dzl Flz(9 =-¡ =-' ù1,=, zEI

^ 3Lz
Q)_ =-'21

23
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Let As be the Laser spot displacement when the end of the cantilever is deflected from 0

to Az. Therefore, using similar small angle approximation (Ás<<L) and optical reflection

law, As can be given:

A bi-cell photodiode is used

3LzL
Â.ç =

2l

to detector this movement, as shown in Figure 3.9.

(3.14)

l1- t2

Original

Figure 3.9 Diagram ofbi-cell photodiode, and its generation ofphotocurrents.

A photodiode absorbs optical energy falling on it and generates a

rent density, j(x,y), at a given location of photodiode surface is:

j(x,y)= ja * RoE(x,y)

photocurrent. The cur-

(3. 1 5)

wherela is dark leakage current density, R, is the photo-responsivity of the photodiode

material, and E(x,y) is the incoming light energy density.

The Laser output power Pris a fixed value (1mW in equipment used in this research). As

a reasonable first order approximation, assuming Laser power is even distributed in the

spot with a radius of r and separation ofthe two photo diode cells is small compared to r,

the photocurrent differefice, i¿, between two photo-cells when reflected beam moves /s
is then given by:
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Using (3.14) and substituting

.  R,PL Ls
,rl - 

--

fir

for Ás, we obtain:

. 6R,P,, ¡67
t,l--T

1T lr

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3. 1 8)

Thus the output signal i¿,the photocurent difference in equation (3.7), from Laser de-

flection detection system is linearly proportional to the cantilever deflection Á2.

The noise generated by a photodiode is a combination of shot noise, due to the dark leak-

age current, and Johnson noise due to the shunt resistance ofthe device and the ambient

temperature, and a typical sensitivity of the beam bounce detection sensor is report as

7.9x10-6nmtJuz [zø].

3.3.5 EFM Voltage Measurement Schemes

This section theoretically reviews EFM voltage measurement methods for DC and sinu-

soidal signal so that some electricalmodulation and detection techniques are introduced.

3.3.5.1 DC Measurement

In a DC measurement, the electrostatic force, using equation (3.4), can be written:

o" = **, (x, y, z)lv r(t) - v 
"(x, 

y) - L{u., y)l'

where v,(x,y) is the DC voltage on the circuit conductor, and L,Q@,y) is the offset

voltage due to surface charging or work function offset. As it is hard to accurately meas-

ure the electrostatic force and the capacitance gradient, a method, called force-nulling

technique 1271, is implemented by driving the probe with the following signal:

vr(t)= A+ Kcos(atrt)
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It is a cosine signal with amplitude of K and angle frequency of a¿, plus a DC offset l.
Substituting above probe signal into (3.18), we get:

(3.20)

+ 2 KIA - ! 
" 
(x, y) - L Q @, y)l cos(øo r) + | "orfZr rrll

This equation suggests that the electrostatic force has a DC component which results in a

static deflection of the cantilever as well as components at frequency (r+ and 204. As

mentioned earlier the cantilever deflection amplitude is enhanced by a factor of p if it is
excited at its resonant frequency. Thus the signal-to-noise performance of the system is

improved by choosing úà:a¡ where ø is the cantilever resonant ûequency. A lock-in-

amplifier is also provided a reference at the same frequency so it will measure the deflec-

tion signal amplitude only at this resonant frequency. The cantilever deflection ¿4. term is

given by:

Lzl =9P -O !to,=a, k " k ;;C(*,y,2)lA-v"(x,y)-L'Q@,y)lKcos(ø,r) 
(3.21)

The nulling technique is to adjust the value of I so that this amplitude is nulled. At this

point, the localized surface voltage, fu,(x, y) + LQ@, y)1, equals l.

3.3.5.2 Sinusoidal Signal Measurement

Sinusoidal signals are base terms of all periodic signals. Usually an analog integrated

circuit can be well charactenzed by its response of sinusoidal signals. This response

measurement is very helpful to high-speed analog IC testing. Using EFM's non-linear

relationship between the electrostatic force and the voltage difference, a mixing tech-

nique [28] and [29] can be employed to down-convert a high frequency signal to a lower

frequency at which the EFM probe can respond with a measurable deflection. In this

modulation scheme, the circuit signal and the sampling signal are as follows:

o 
" 

= **, (x, y, z)lA + K cos(at rt) - v 
" 
(x, y) - LQQ, Ðl'

= I*r r., t,,l{ul - v 
" 
(x, y) - LQe, r>f * î}
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v,(t) =V, sin(aot + Q,)

v o(t) =fA+ Kcos(a,t)lV"sin(aot + Qo)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24\

Using equation (3.4), the electrostatic force is given by:

This produces a DC component as well as component at following frequencies: a+, 2rù,

(tk, 2úh, ttb4ù, 2a¡tø, and 2øQø. Similarly, only the component at resonant fre-

quency, ú)rterm, is measured using a lock-in-amplifier and it is given by:

'':i*'(x'Y'z)
{[l + K cos (a4t)]V,sin(øor + ø) -V, sin(a4t + ø,) - LQ@,y)]'

Lzl
lo, = **rrr, y, z)lA - V, cos(Qo - Q")fK cos(a4t) (3.2s)

By adjusting A and Qo until the deflection signal at a+ is nulled, both amplitude V, and

phase Q" of the signalcan be determined.

3.3.6 EFM system theoretical characterization

3.3.6.1 Spatial resolution

In reality, the electrostatic force sensed by an EFM probe is a sum of capacitive

couplings induced by different points on the integrated circuit. For example, if an EFM

probe is placed above one trace ofa bus structure on an integrated circuit, every trace of

this bus will have capacitive interaction with the EFM probe, and each trace's interaction

is weighted by its separation to the probe, its geometries and the voltage signal it carries.

EFM spatialresolution defines how localized the probe-circuit coupling is and how well

an EFM probe can perform a signal measurement of the interested conductor with the

disturbing interactions from other circuit elements close to the test point. Obviously, the

spatial resolution is related to the probe tip to circuit separation and their geometries. In

above example, spatial resolution will tell that how close to the bus line the EFM probe

have to be so that the other traces' effects on the EFM probe can be neglected.
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Theoretical modeling of the probe-circuit interaction has been performed by Said and

Bridges [31]. In one case, electrostatic force density was calculated for macroscopic

probe and an infinite ground plane at various separations, and spatial resolution was de-

fined as the radius of a circle that marks half of the total electrostatic force on the probe.

For a potential difference of lV, the defined spatial resolutions are 700nm for i00nm

separation, and 15¡rm for lpm separation respectively. In another case, the force density

was modeled for a micromachined cantilever probe over a coplanar waveguide with a

i¡rm wide center conductor. The force density is graphed, as seen in Figure 3.10 for lV

potential difference and three different distances between probe tip and the conductor

surface, 100nm, 200nm, and 500nm. EFM spatial resolution in this configuration is de-

fined as the diameter at which the electrostatic force on the probe drops to l/e of its

maximum. It turns out that spatial resolutions are 300nm, 500nm, and 1000nm for the

three different separations respectively.

Figure 3.10 Calculated electrostatic force densities for cantilever tip at various heights over a lpm wide

conductor with a 1V potential difference, h¡:l00nm, hz=200nm, and h3:500nm [33].

Clearly, sub-micron spatial resolution is achievable when the tip-circuit separation is

close enough (below 500nm in above case), and the spatial resolution decreases rapidly

as the probe to circuit separation increases.

N

E
Ê
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õ
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x-direction (Lrm)
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3.3.6.2 fnvasiveness

Invasiveness of a probing technique is the degree of undesirable disturbance of the cir-

cuit's normal operation. It is in terms of extra capacitance, inductance, or loading resis-

tance introduced by the probe. As EFM probe operates in a non-contact mode, the main

source of invasiveness is the capacitive coupling between the conducting probe and the

test point. For a micromachined probe over a 3pm wide interconnect line, the coupling

capacitance is estimated [32] between 0.23fF to 3F for probe-to-circuit separation be-

tween l¡rm to 0,lpm. This coupling capacitance is equivalent to 70kÇJ to 5kÇ) imped-

ance loads at 10GHz.

3.3.6.3 VoltageSensitivity

The voltage sensitivity of the EFM probe system is the minimum voltage that can be de-

tected. Overall system noise ultimately limits the performance of this technique.

In [30] and [31], it was identified that the dominant noise source for the EFM technique

was the thermal vibration of the cantilever probes. The magnitude of this noise can be

represented by the mean-square deflection of the cantilever due to thermal vibration,

which is given by:

(,î,,@)):## [lcrø1'a, (3.26)

where È6 is the Boltzman constant, Z, is the medium temperature, -B is the measurement

bandwidth, p is the Q-factor of the cantilever, oÌ is the resonant frequency, and G(co) is

the cantilever frequency response. Using equation (3.8), the root-mean-square deflection

is given as:

(Q/k)(a. ta)
(3.27)

l+Q'(9.-')'
(D (ùr

Ãs Z(a):F(a)G(a), usng equation (3.8) again, this thermal deflection can be re-written

in terms of the power spectral density of the electrostatic force -[, and it is:

M6 _ Fkk,rå-1wq
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(r] @)),,, (3.28)

As expressed in equation

equated to the voltage that

(3.4), the power spectral density of the force can also

would produce the same force density:

be

(3.2e)

where LV,,,,(at) is the equivalent RMS potential difference between the probe and device

under test. The minimum RMS voltage that can be detected is thus given by:

LVr,,,(al) =
òC(x,y,z) lðz

(3.30)

For the micromachined cantilever used in this research, which has Ç30, Þ0.05N/m,

and a resonant frequency of f,:74W12, being positioned 1 ¡rm above a 3 pm wide inter-

connect, this voltage sensitivity is estimated [33] at lmv /JHz .

= i*rr-,y,2)LV,,"(at)

4kkbT"B

2tQ,a¡,

rj @ù)

4kkbT"B

,rar,
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Chøpter 4

EFM and AFM-Based Signal Measurement

Techniques and Probing System Architecture

Integrated circuit internal signal measurement is very important to IC failure analysis.

This chapter presents a high-speed IC internal signal sampling technique using non-

contact electrostatic force microscope and sub-micron contact probing methods using

atomic force microscopy. Both EFM and AFM techniques have been integrated in one

probing system. The architecture of this testing tool will also be discussed.

4.1 EFM High Speed Pulse Sampling Technique

EFM probing methods for DC potential and basic analog sinusoidal signals were intro-

duced in last chapter. However, a good portion devices of modern microelectronics are

digital and square waves are most likely their internal signals. Most real world analog

parts also have more complex signal forms inside them than just pure sine or cosine sig-

nals. To test them, the more detailed signal characteristics, such as: the state-transition

and delay timing information, waveshape, rising/falling times, and relative levels, are

often the major interests for their failure analyses. Techniques using EFM to perform

such detailed IC internal node waveform measurements have been developed by re-
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searchers in University of Manitoba. One of them is the amplitude modulation high-

speed EFM sampling technique L42l-l46l.Its study and implementation is the main focus

of this research work. This technique utilizes the synchronous high-speed sampling

method, an amplitude modulation scheme, and high-precision pulse generator and timing

unit in conjunction with EFM operation to perform non-invasive high-speed IC internal

probing. Following sections review its detailed theoretical study and its hardware and

software system designs.

4.1.1 High speed equivalent-time sampling technique

Sampling technique is always used for waveform measurement. Achieving higher sam-

pling rates requires equivalent-time sampling, the principle of which is illustrated in

Figure 4.1. Samplings are collected at a slower rate from different occurrences of a re-

petitive signal and reassembled according to their sampling phase on an equivalent-time

scale.

Tn¡e-fiine Scale

Figure 4.1 high-speed equivalent time scale sampling diagram.

One data point of the extracted waveform may be the average of samplings of a number

of repeat cycles at same sampling phase. This averaging improves the measurement sig-

nal resolution. The important limitation of this technique is that only repetitive signals

Equi'rralent-tirue Scale
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may be measured. This equivalent-time sampling technique requires the sampling signal

synchronÞes with the circuit signal under test, and the sampling rate equals the signal

pattern repeat rate. The period of this rate is also called duty-cycle.

4.1.2 EFM amplitude modulation high-speed sampling technique

An amplitude modulation scheme and equivalent-time scale sampling technique have

been combined with EFM operation to accomplish high-speed non-invasive IC internal

signal measurements. A block diagram of this measurement method is shown in Figure

4.2. The EFM operating principle has been presented in last chapter. To briefly summa-

rize here, a conducting micromachined cantilever is placed at a small distance above a

circuit test point. An electrostatic force is induced on the cantilever due to probe-circuit

capacitive coupling and the potential difference between the probe signal vo(t) and the

circuit waveform v"(x,y,t). The deflection of the cantilever due to this force is sensed by

the optical beam bounce system.

Lock-in
Arnplifier

¡Z{r}1",

Ret. l-requency
(set at o¡)

vP{t} Pulse
Generator

UT

v"(x,Y,t,

ldo f

Stinrulus
Gerrerator 'l EFM Probe

Tirninq Unil

Figure 4.2 Amplitude modulation EFM high-speed sampling technique.

In this amplitude modulation EFM sampling technique, the EFM sampling signal sent to

the end of the probe tip is a train of nanow electrical pulses, and they are modulated at

the cantilever resonant frequency. Modulating at resonant frequency can enhance the

cantilever deflection by a factor of Q, as expressed in equation (3.10). A lock-in ampli-

fier is also set at this frequency so that it can detect the amplitude of cantilever deflection
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just at the resonant frequency. The sampling pulse is synch'ronized with the stimulus sig-

nals to the device under test (DUT) through the EFM probe timing unit, as required by

the equivalent-time sampling technique. Therefore, the sampling pulse rate matches the

duty cycle of the signal to be tested.

The following is the mathematic analysis of this measurement technique based on ideal

narrow square sampling pulse and square wave modulation, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.

\r/
Y-

lated Probe\pulse Train
t

\ / If\------

Figure 4.3 EFM amplitude modulated sampling pulse timing diagram.

A simple digital square waveform, shown in Figure 4.3, represents the repetitive signal

to be tested. The train of square sampling pulse, as shown in Figure 4.3, canbe given as:

v" (/) = lfi,Cult - nT - to)
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where 4 is the amplitude of the sampling pulse, I is the repetitive test signal's duty cy-

cle, ts is the sampling pulse phase location relative to the repetitive test signal, á is the

sampling pulse width (&<T), and G¿ is square delta function which can be

mathematically expressed as:

I'
Gu(x) = ]

lo

66__(.lr(_
22
66.lr>-. x<--2'2

(4.2)

The sampling train, also shown in Figure 4.3, is modulated by a square wave at resonant

frequency, ø. Using Fourier transforms, this square wave can be represented as:

(4.3)
1 2 i L,n(*ø.t)/u(t)=i*i,,auu*

Putting them together, the probing signal Voft) becomes:

vpT) =v,(t)vM(/) = Ii v,G6G -nr -t,)lt+ *? i. lsin(ma4t)l (4.4)"2 ft ,,,?-1n¿¿ r7r

LZI
I (ù=a. = lr"(ø,) = *{+P[< v" (/)' > -2 <v"(t)v"(x,y,t) >]l?sin(ttt,t)l(4.6)

where <y"(Í)t > and 2<v,(t)v"(x,y,t)> arethesignalaveragingtermsovertheperiod

of duty cycle, Z. The v"(x,y,t)z term doesn't appear in above equation, as it is a higher

frequency term and doesn't have any component at the resonant frequency, cannot be

Cantilever deflection induced by the electrostatic force at its resonant frequency, as seen

in equation (3.4) and (3.10), is given by:

^zl,=,. 
= | r"(a¡,) = *Y*Pþ oG) -v"(x,y,)121,-,. (4.s)

Since the lock-in amplifrer is set to measure the amplitude of this deflection only at the

modulating frequency, which is the resonant frequency, using equation (4.3), this deflec-

tion term at a¿. is:
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detected by the lock-in amplifier, and it doesn't have any contribution to equation (4.6).

The DC and higher orderresonant(ma+, m:3, 5,7...) terms of the 2<v,(t)v"(x,y,t)>

production are not detected by the lock-in amplifier either, and they are not included in

above equation.

Using square sampling pulse train expression (4.1), we get:

< v. (/)' ,= 
+'[t*r,Gu(t - n,r - to¡iv,G6(t - nrT - to¡a, = lv"' (4.7)

l1-
<v,(t)v"(x,t,t) >=; ÍI V,G6(t - n,T - toþ"(x,y,t)dt

tå_,_¡^

,^*!

=l v, þ,{*,1,ùat, " 

,oru-

(4.8)

The first average is a constant term to all pulse phase location. The second term is pro-

portional to the desired waveform amplitude average over the sampling pulse window {
at relative phase location /0. For very narrow sampling pulse approximation, equation

(4.6) becomes:

LZI
la=a, = ?r"(at,) =?Q 

òc(x.'v'z) r"' 2r! -lu,@,y,t)lsin(at,t) (4.9)k " '' kn ðz " T'2 V,

This equation deftnes that the deflection amplitude measured by the lock-in amplifier is

proportional to the circuit waveform's amplitude at the sampling pulse position.

Equation (a.9) is represents only one point of the waveform at time to.By shifting the

sampling pulse's relation phase to the repetitive waveform, the measured waveform is

constructed from a series of points corresponding to different pulse phases, as shown in

Figure 4.4.
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Repetitive Signal

Figure 4.4 Waveform extracting by EFM sampling pulse shifting.

Some properties of this measurement technique are summarized here as results from a-

bove theoretical analys is.

Measurement accuracy and bandwidth are determined by sampling pulse width. Accord-

ing to equation (4.8), shrinking the sampling pulse width á increases the accuracy and

bandwidth of the measurement. However, as seen in equation (4.9), it also reduces the

detectable amplitude of the deflection, and in turn affects the signal-to-noise ratio. Ap-

plying convolution and de-convolution techniques to equation (4.8), bandwidth of the

sampling system can be calculated out. For the rectangular sampling pulse, the 3dB

bandwidth ofthe system is:

¡ ¡.

. 0.604
J3,lB - 

6

while for a Gaussian shape sampling pulse, the 3dB bandwidth [34] is:
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J 3dB

0.44
(4.11)

FWHM

where FWHM is the fullwidth of a Gaussian shaped sampling pulse at its half amplitude.

As seen later, electrical pulses of a l00ps width can be generated, and it corresponds a

3dB measurement bandwidth of 3.lGHz.

The propagation delay between two test points is independent of the pulse width and

shape as long as pulse width is much smaller than the waveform duty cycle. A simple

delay measurement may be obtained by taking some amplitude features, such as rising

and falling edges, that can be traced between the two waveforms; the measurement accu-

racy is then determined by the phase-shifting accuracy of the sampling pulse. However,

for fast rising/falling edges, it is required that the sampling pulse width is sufficiently

short to resolve them. This delay measurement technique will be demonstrated in next

chapter.

To get more detailed information of the waveform, the sampling pulse needs to be

stepped at very fine time intervals. In fact, the timing unit we used in this research can

shift sampling pulses as fine as I picosecond a step. On the other hand, as the time for

the EFM probing system to acquire one data is limited to a certain minimal time by over-

all system signal-to-noise ratio and the response time of lock-in-amplifier, finer stepping

may result longer measurement time for the whole waveform.

The duty cycle T is another parameter that works again the system signal-to-noise ratio,

as expressed in equation (4.9). Thus it is generally desirable to edit the test stimulus pat-

terns so that to reduce the length of the digital vector to be measured. The absolutely

limitation of this modulation scheme is set by the period of cantilever mechanical reso-

nance. For a 10KHz resonant frequency, it is 0.lms, and it is equivalent to 100 thousand

digital bits for a lGHz microprocessor.

4.1.3 Narrow pulse generation

A pulse generator, as seen in Figure 4.2, is used to produce the high-speed sampling

pulse train v" (r) in amplitude modulation. The system performance, such as bandwidth
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and accuracy, largely depends on the properties of sampling pulse. The ideal pulse would

be one with high amplitude and pulse width could be controlled down to very narro\ry

duration. This section reviewed a few pulse generators and techniques used in this re-

search work.

4.1.3.1 Digital pattern generator

Commercial high-end digital pattern generators from Aglient or Tektronix are usually

capable of producing bit rates up to several Gbit/s, and they can also generate electrical

pulses with widths as small as few hundreds of picosecond. A Tektronix HFS9000 digi-

tal pattern generator, shown in Figure 4.5, is used in this research work as timing unit,

pulse generator, as well as digital stimulus signal sources. It is able to produce 800ps

pulses with rising and falling times of less than 200ps. Its timing resolution is at a re-

markable value of lps. As mentioned in last section, we can shift the sampling pulses as

fine as lps a step to perform avery detailed measurement of the interested rising or fal-

ling edges of the waveforms, and perform propagation delay calculations.

Figure 4.5 Photo of the Tektronix HFS9000 digital data generator.

4.1.3.2 Transmission Iine filter

Transmission line filter can be used as simple but effective pulse generator [35]. Passive

high-pass filters can be made of 50O transmission lines. Figure 4.6 shows one design of

such filters. It is constructed by placing two short-circuited 50O coplanar stubs at the

Tirnirrg

Data
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same location of another 50Q coplanar line to form a cross-shaped circuit. The whole

filter can be fabricated as a piece of PCB or it can simply be built by high quality co-

axial 50Q cables. The lengths of the two stubs are optimized so that the output of this

filter is the derivative of the input signal. Then, this high-pass filter will translate fast ris-

ing or falling edges of input signal to positive or negative pulses at output.

Short Circuit

50Q coplanar ' 
Itransmispion , --,,,^1

line
i;!)),:¡t:.1:1t

Vn(t)--> --+ vo,r1(t)

Figure 4.6 50O transmission line pulse generator.

Figure 4.7 illustrates measured waveforms of narrow pulses generated by the high-pass

transmission line filter. As seen in Figure 4.7,the input signal is a square wave with

200ps rising and falling times. After the filter, there are two narrow pulses on ouþut sig-

nal; one positive and one negative correspond to the input rising and falling edges re-

spectively. The widths of them are determined by the rising and falling times, and their

FWHM is measured at 400ps. A RF-MUX is also used to gate out the un-desired nega-

tive pulse. Gating signal and final pulse are shown in Figure 4.7 too.
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Figure 4,7 Measured signals of a 50Ç) transmission line pulse generator.

4.1.3.3 Step recovery diode

The high-pass transmission line filter is an effective device to generate narro\ry pulses,

however it needs the input signal having very fast rising or falling times in the first place.
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A step recovery diode (SRD) is able to produce such fast edges. A SRD is a non-linear

charge storage device. The capacitance of the SRD is large under forward bias and is

small under reverse bias. As it is driven by a input sine wave, it accumulates charges

when the sine signal is at forward bias. Due to the small reverse bias capacitance, the rate

of SRD's reverse discharging is quite high, thereby forming a very fast step. For example,

a commercial SRD [36] used in this research can generate rising or falling edges as fast

as 100ps. Combining the SRD and the high-pass transmission line filter technique, 100-

150ps FWHM wide pulses can be produced.

4.2 Probe System Architecture

4.2.1 Probe System Structures

EFM operation is very sensitive to mechanical vibration. The probe system should be

designed with high rigidity and usually operates on a vibration-isolation table so that to

reduce noise due to inherent mechanical vibration. Two version of EFM probing systems

were designed during the course of this research.

The first design was a prove-oÊconcept laboratory unit, as shown in Figure 4.8. There

are two levels of this stage. The lower platform forms the based of the unit, and the sam-

pling stage and positioning system are located on this platform. The upper platform sup-

ports the Laser deflection detection system, and has the cantilever holder screwed se-

curely underneath the center of this plate.
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Figure 4.8 Photograph of a laboratory EFM system.

The cantilever, as seen in the enlarged picture in Figure 4.8, is mounted onto the end of a

50O coplanar transmission line of the probe holder so that the high frequency sampling

pulse can transmit to the end of it without degradation. The impinging Laser beam from

one side of the probe is focused on the end of the cantilever and reflected to the bi-cell

photodiode located on the other side. Alignment and adjustment of the Laser beam de-

flection detection system can be done manually using micrometer screws. Test sample's

coarse movements are performed by the computer-controlled XYZ stage. A piezo tube

scanner (Its operating principle is discussed in last chapter) is mounted on top of the

XYZ stage to hold the test samples. High-resolution AFM imaging is performed by this

piezo tube scanner.

In order to apply EFM probing technique to more practical applications, another probing

system has been designed to retrofit a probe station. A probe station is a very common

tool in IC manufacturers' failure analysis lab. It provides functionally flexible and me-

chanically stable platform for mounting probes and probe cards. As shown in Figure 4.9,

the EFM probe head has be designed into a very compact size, yet it includes all func-

tional blocks of an EFM system. This probe system utilizes the existing probe station

microscope and sample positioning systems. It is integrated with the probe cantilever

holder, high-resolution scanner, Laser deflection detection system and some other
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high-resolution scanner, Laser deflection detection system and some other functional

blocks into a probe head. Details of the probe head will be reviewed in the following sec-

tions.

icroscope

Probe head

fixture &
Positioning system

Viþration isolation
table

Figure 4.9 Photograph ofand EFM probing system mounted on a typical probe station [37].

4.2.2 Probe Head and Probe Tip Assembly

An enlarged photograph of the probe head is shown in Figure 4.10. From the bottom of

the probe head, there is a vacuum device to hold it on the probe station platen. This is

also the coÍrmon practice for a mechanical needle probe head. As shown in Figure 4.10,

the manual XY-axis adjustments are used for coarse movement. The manual Z-axis slide

adjustment is to raise and lower the probe head toward the test sample surface upon ini-

tial setup. The Z-axis linear actuator is for computer-controlled coarse adjustment. A

Piezo actuator is used for fine movements in X, Y, and Z axes to perform precise probing

positioning and high-resolution imaging. The piezo actuator is integrated with the probe

head instead of test sample stage for practical reasons. For instances, the devices under
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test may be too heavy to move linearly by piezo actuator, or they may tie to the stimulus

fixture and cannot be moved. The most important reason is that failure analysis on some

integrated circuits may involve several probes on a same device simultaneously, and this

requires that any probe movement must be independent of sample movements. Figure

4.10 also shows a high frequency coax cable on the side of the probe head, which is used

to connect the pulse generator of the system to the tip assembly. It is also used to connect

contact probe to measurement equipment in contact probing configuration, which will be

discussed later.

Manual
Z-Axis Slide
Adjustment

Z-Axis
Llnear
Actuator

ManualY-Axis
Adjustmenl

ìiiíÅlä,
¡1l.t#;i¡ÌìS
ls:,.: tr.j.:

/lanuâl

;
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i-l
{--i

X:A-xip,Adjustment

tr'igure 4.10 A detail photograph ofthe EFM probe head.

Laser beam deflection detection system is housed inside the probe arm. Both Laser

source and bi-cell photodiode are driven by micro-motors for computer-controlled auto-

mation. In order to make this compact srze, the optical path of the deflection detection

system is designed differently fromthe laboratory system. Figure 4.11 illustratesthe op-

tical path of the probe system. A 50% beam splitter is used to integrated impinging and

reflected beams into one path. Unlike the laboratory system, the Laser beam is at per-
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pendicular angle and straight onto the cantilever surface in this configuration. This ar-

rangement dramatically reduces the size of Laser beam deflection detection system, and

also utilizes the fi.lll cantilever deflection range. Couplings between adjustment axes of

the Laser source and photodiode are kept at minimum in this configuration, and it makes

the Laser beam deflection detection system calibration and automation simple and easy.

Figure 4.11 Optical path of the deflection detection system.

The photodiode's currents are translated to voltages by its receiving and ampliffing cir-

cuit in order to facility the digitalizing process of the data acquisition module. The circuit,

as shown in Figure 4.12, converts the photodiode currents of two cells (A and B cells) to

voltages and outputs the sum and the difference signals of them. They are expressed as:

v(A+u) =+^, (in+iu)

v(A-ur=f^. (in-i,)

(4.r2)

(4. r3)

Bi-cell Photorliode

Bearrr Splitter
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where i¿andz6 are photocurrents from cell A and B respectively, and !n.term repre-
'Rru¡

sents the gain of these two stage operational amplifiers. Co and Ro form a low-pass flitter

to reduce the system high frequency noise above the cantilever resonance.

The sum signal V(A+B) is proportional to the total Laser power been reflected by the

cantilever, which is used by the control system in the Laser auto-focus and deflection

detection system automatic setup procedures. The difference V(A-B) is proportional to

the cantilever deflection, which is the most important signal for EFM probing operation,

and used for EFM high-speed waveform sampling.

Bi-cell
photodiode

Figure 4.12 Photodiode current-to-voltage and amplifier circuit.

The probe cantilever tip is integrated in an interchangeable unit, as seen in Figure 4.13,

which is call probe tip assembly. It can be replaced when the tip wears out or a different

type of tip is used. In the front of this assembly is a mirror which reflects the Laser beam

and is part of the optical path, as seen in Figure 4.11. The cantilever tip is mounted at end

of a ceramic circuit board. For an EFM non-contact probe tip assembly, on the back of

the board is a 50Ç2 coplanar transmission line which connect the probe tip to the high

frequency cable seen in Figure 4.13 through a high frequency connector in the mating

interface, and high-speed sampling signal is carried in this conducting path. For a contact
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probe assembly, there will be different circuitries on the back of the ceramic board to

perform other probing functions, which we will review in later sections. The probe as-

sembly is inserted into the probe head. A registration pin is used to ensure that tip posi-

tions are consistent within certain mechanical error in order to serve Laser auto-

calibration procedure.

Piezo Actuator

l-llgh.Ffèquenc!¡
'.Cablèr,

Figure 4.13 A close view of probe tip assembly [37].

4.2.3 Control system and application software

A block diagram of the entire EFM probe system is shown in Figure 4.14. Timing unit

controls the sampling pulse shifting and may send out or receive trigger signals for syn-

chronization with a device under test. Pulse generator and modulator produce the modu-

lated sampling pulse train for EFM probing. Probe control unit is a digital-to-analog

converter (DAC) board which generates the controlling signals for all micro-motors of
deflection detection system, linear actuator and piezo actuator. Data acquisition is per-

formed by an analogto-digital converter (ADC) board which works in conjunction with

lock-in amplifier to collect and digitalize the photodiode signals. Spectrum analyzer is

used to monitor the probe cantilever frequency response and to locate the resonant fre-

Mirror

\"i,
...-F-, ,
v..:

' 'i:it':':'
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quency of it. Finally, the probe head is connected to the control blocks via a high-speed

coax cable for the sampling pulse and a cable harness for all rest signals. The host com-

puter communicates with the ADC and DAC board via a PCI bus and other instruments

via a GPIB bus. The probing system application software runs in the host computer.

Cable
harness

PCI Bus

Hioh-soeed' Co-ax Cable

Figure 4.14 System block diagram ofan EFM probing system.

Besides coarse initial setup and few

puter-controlled through software. An

manual adjustments, all

interface of the software

other functions are com-

is shown in Figure 4.15.

tr'igure 4.15 Picture of the application software interface of the probing system.

Major computer-controlled functions ofthe probe system are summarized as follows:

Data Acquisition
AtoD Unit

Pulse Generator
& Modulator
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Cantilever searching and Laser auto-focusing. As mechanically designed,

every time a tip assembly is inserted into the probe head the cantilever tip of this

assembly is located in the space within certain error. This mechanical property

enables the searching algorithm, with the help from V(A+B) signal from photo-

diode circuit, being implemented in software.

Laser deflection detection system auto-calibration. This is mainly the com-

puter-controlled photodiode movement after Laser is focused in previous proce-

dure. The photodiode is moved so that the initial V(A-B) signal is close to zero to

balance the deflection detection range.

Initial tip touchdown to find the test sample surface. EFM cantilevers are very

fragile structures. Its initial touchdown must be computer-controlled. To perform

this procedure, computer-controlled Z-axis linear actuator lowers the probe arm,

while V(A-B) signal of deflection detection system is monitored. Once the signal

jumps and passes certain pre-set threshold, the host computer realizes that the test

sample surface is found.

High-resolution surface imaging. The procedure will be discussed in details in

the contact probing section later.

Probe positioning and EFM signal sampling. The probe is driven by the piezo

actuator after a surface image is taken. Clicking on the image results the probe

moving to the coruesponding point on the test sample. The controls of the EFM

signal sampling are reviewed in the following paragraphs.

The application software controls the EFM signal sampling procedure through a set of

parameters.

tr Tip-to-surface separation. Tip-to-surface separation can be controlled precisely

through peizo Z-axis actuator. Theoretically, it should be set as small as possible

to increase the electrostatic force; practically, taking into account the vibration

noise level for a normal test environment, it is optimized at around 300nm.
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The modulation frequency. Most of the time, it is set to the resonant frequency

ofthe cantilever.

The sampling pulse width and amplitude. Although the sampling technique

prefers larger pulse amplitude, the sampling pulse amplitude is limited by the

hardware of pulse generator and it is pre-set. As discussed in the theoretical

analysis, narrower pulse width increases the measurement accuracy and band-

width, yet larger pulse width enhances the signal-to-noise ratio.

Single point sampling time. It is the duration that the sampling pulse stays at

one phase position. The duration is actually divided into two time slots. The first

duration is the system stabilization time after the sampling pulse shifting from

one phase to another, and it is set at 100ms based on the overall system response.

The second duration is data acquisition time by ADC board, and this time is usu-

ally around few hundred milliseconds. The ADC board samples at 200kHz, and

all sampled data averages into one data point. This averaging eflectively reduces

higher-frequency system noise.

Pulse stepping interval. It is the time step to construct the whole measured

waveform. It can be as fine as lps, since the timing unit has a resolution of lps.

However, finer step increases the measurement time. A 'Zoom-in" sampling fea-

ture is also implemented in the software, which allows a coarse sampling at alar-

ger stepping interval, and fine sampling to an interesting portion (zoom-in) of the

waveform. This feature is particularly useful when measuring a rising/falling

edges or delays.

waveform loops. This is to set how many times a waveform is sampled, and all

data can be averaged into one final waveform. The feature reduces the low fre-

quency system drifting effect.
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4.3 AFM-based Sub-micron Contact Probing Technique

Techniques for waveform measurement may be broadly divided into real-time measure-

ments and equivalent-time sampling. We have reviewed EFM probing system for

equivalent-time waveform sampling, and the system has also been applied on real-time

measurements. Real-time measurement has the ability to capture single-shot or asyn-

chronous events, which cannot be tested by sampling techniques because those signals

are not repetitive. Real-time signal probing usually requires contact access to test point.

This section presents the AFM-based sub-micron contact probing technique.

4.3.1 AFM imaging

The size of the integrated circuit elements comprising present day ICs can be less then

0.25¡lm and cannot be seen clearly using conventional probe station microscope. Under

optical microscope, even at substantial magnification, two 0.25¡tm devices, positioned

0.25¡tm apart, cannot be resolved. In addition, as device geometry shrink to sub-micron,

accurately positioning the traditional wire probe tip to make a reliable electrical contact

is getting harder and harder if it is not impossible. Fortunately, AFM is able to perform

surface imaging at nanometer resolution which is much higher than optical resolution.

We demonstrate that sub-micron probing methods by combining AFM and contact prob-

ing techniques.

The AFM-based contact probing system utilizes the same probe head. However, the

probe tip assemblies are difFerent from non-contact EFM measurement, as contact AFM

probes include probing circuitries for contact measurements. The control system is sim-

pler than EFM probing setup. As seen in Figure 4.76, the contact probing system has the

host computer which runs the same application software and has the same analog-to-

digital data acquisition and digital-to-analog control boards inside it. All other elements

shown in Figure 4.14 lor EFM probing are not needed in this AFM-based contact probe

configuration.
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Figure 4.16 An AFM-based contact probe setup [37].

An open loop scan method is adopted to simplifu the probe head and control system

hardware design requirements. In the open loop scan, the piezo actuator scans a sample

surface without feedback signal from deflection detection system. It could be understood

as "constant-height scanning" as opposing to "constant-deflection scanning". The topog-

raphic information is then given by the cantilever deflection signal.

A question arises for this method, and that is the test sample may be mounted at an angle,

as seen in Figure 4.17 (b), to the pure constant-height (where Z-axis peizo actuator is

kept at constant value) scanning plane, then it may cause the deflection detection system

to saturate at one end of the scan due to limited deflection detecting range of about *2pm

of the deflection detection system. To solve this problem, a plane correction algorithm is

implemented in the scan control software. As shown in Figure 4.I7 (a), before any larg-

est scan (which is 40¡rmx40pm as defined by the peizo actuator used), the tip is con-

trolled by the peizo actuator and deflection detection system to make surface-finding

touchdowns at four corner points ofthe scan area, (0,0), (40,0), (0,40) and (40,40), and

the corresponding Z-axis piezo positions are recorded.
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Figure 4.17 Plane correction algorithm ofthe AFM open loop scan.

A general plane in the space can be represented by a function as:

Z=aX+bY+c (4.r4)

where a, b and c are there coefficients of the equation, and they can be determined by the

measured touchdown data of the three corner points. The forth point data is only used to

confirm the calculated results. Therefore, the peizo actuator can scan at a plane to fol-

lowing the sampling tilt by applying a calibration voltage to Z-axis piezo actuator during

scanning. The calibration Z-axis piezo voltage for plane correction is given by:

v *o,(z) = ev peizo(x) -l bv o"i-(y) + c I Dr.. (4. r 5)

where, a, b, and c are calculated coefücients, and D33 is the peizo effect coefficient (for

the piezo actuator, it is 40pnr/150V for all3 axes).

The system imaging resolution is determined by the piezo actuator resolution and most

importantly by the probe tip sharpness. The piezo actuator used in this work has move-

ment ranges of 40pm by 150V for all3 axes. The control system used on this work is a

16-bit analog-to-digital board. This translates to a 0.61nm minimal piezo step. AFM

probes are made by micromachined technology. It is capable of fabricating very sharp

cantilever tips. As a tip's SEM image is shown in Figure 4.18, the AFM contact probe tip

can be as sharp as 20nm.
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Figure 4.18 SEM image of an AFM probing tip.

The scanned AFM image is displayed on a 256x256 pixel area by the application soft-

ware. A zoom-in scan can be taken by just dragging a smaller rectangular on the existing

image and ask the system to scan agan. This zoom-in process is only limited by the

hardware limitation as mentioned before. Figure 4.19 shows two images of a serpentine

test structure taken by this AFM-based contact probing system. Figure 4.19 (a) is a

40¡rmx40pm image indicating that at this resolution, one can clearly see sub-micron sur-

face details. To obtain more details of the test structure, a zoom-in scan was taken over

5.8¡rmx5.8¡tm area onthe same structure and image is displayed in Figure 4.19 (b). The

imaging capability of the AFM probe far exceeds that obtainable from an optical micro-

scope. Sub-micron circuit elements are clearly resolvable in the images. Probing proce-

dure is realtzed by clicking on a interconnect line inthe image and the probe positioning

is controlled by the piezo actuator. The touchdown force is also monitored by the deflec-

tion detection system to maintain a stable contact between the tip and the test trace.
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Figure 4.19 (a) AFM 40pmx40¡rm image of a 0.25¡rm serpentine test structure on a chip, and (b) AFM

zoom-in scanned image of the 5.8¡rmx5.8pm area indicated by the square on the

40¡rmx40¡rm image.

4.3.2 ßlectrical Analyses of AFM-based Contact Probes

As reviewed in chapter 2,there are several kinds of contact probes. I was involved in rn-

tegrating two of them with this AFM-based probing systenr, the passive resistor-divider

and active contact probing techniques.

Contact probe circuitries are preferred to be as close to the probing point as possible. In

the AFM-based contact probing system, they are built on the circuit boards that the AFM

probe tips are mounted on, as shown in Figure 4.20. The following sections analyze their

electrical capabilities.

Proh€ Ckcult¡rjr
Bsls Slgnals

Figure 4.20 Photograph of a contact tip assembly.
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4.3.2.1 Passive Contact Probe

A passive contact probe utilizes the resistor-divider technique. It can be built by inserting

a resistor in the middle conductor of a 50Ç) transmission line, as shown in Figure 4.21 (b).

The equivalent circuit of this passive contact probe is given in Figure 4.21 (c).

l:a:.1:.:,:.j::ìÍ.:fr
DUT

(a) (b)

Contact To Measurenlent
Prohe Tir f{1 Eorrinrnerrt

V

V."o*

Figure 4.21 Passive contact probe diagram. (a) device under test, (b) the probe implementation, and (c)

equivalent circuit.

Where Rs, Cr and R¿ are test circuit's internal loads, VpuT is the signal to be measured,

.R" is the contact resistance between the probe tip and test point, Co is the parasitic

capacitance of the probe, Rr is the signal-dividing resistor, Zoisthe measurement equip-

ment impedance, L* is the ground wire parasitic inductance, and V^"o, is the measured

voltage.

Typical values of these parasitic parameters for the AFM-based contact probe system are:

Co=O.lpF estimated by using same method as in 1321, and L*-S}nfl estimated using a

5cm long ground wire and lnlVmm 1381. Z0 is always 50O for impedance match at high

frequency measurement. Rr shoqld be 4500 for a 10-to-1 divided ratio, and 4950Q for a

100-to-1 ratio.
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According to the equivalent circuit, for typical bandwidth below lGH¿ the measured

voltage can be given as:

Vr*r.='*r(ffi)r'
where øis the angular frequency, and ø =2d .

å>> 
R, * zo + jotLo, Ø.16)

Evaluating the above equation and equivalent circuit, there are three cut-off frequencies

of the system,f"t,,f"z, andfæ, and they can be expressed and estimated as:

, I lS.SCUz for R" = 50O
Ja=16 p=\o.zcu, þr R"=5ks¿

7., =-!=Z.\GHz
2n^!C rLo,

, _ R, * Zo _ ft.øCnz fo, Rr = 450o
tct - ,4 - \tøcnt for Rr = 4950Ç)

(4.17)

(4.l8)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

According to Equation (4.17), maintaining a smaller contact resistance is very important

to the measurement bandwidth. The electrical load seen by the DUT from the probe sys-

tem is mainly the,Rr within the measurement bandwidth. It is the extra load to the DUT;

in another words, it is the invasiveness to the DUT. It is preferred to be large.

At DC condition, equation (4.16) becomes:

Vr*,.lor=Vour#Át- R"

R,+Rr+Zo

where zo

Rr+Zo
term is the divided ratio of the probe system, un¿ --- 

Jr- 
repre-' R"+ Rt+Zo

sents an measurement error term, which is related to the contact resistance. At perfect

contact condition, it is zero. Normally, the contact resistance can be as low as few Ohm.
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However, as the contact is provided the probe conducting coating and it does wear out

after certain number of tests. In that situation, the tip assembly has to be replaced.

4.3.2.2 Active Contact Probe

An active contact probe system has an active circuit integrated acting as a buffler in the

probe tip assembly. As seen in Figure 4.22 (b), an unprotected field effect transistor

(FET) is used as the front amplifier and signal buffer for active contact probe. The

equivalent circuit of the system is shown in Figure a.22 (c).

DUT

(a)

Figure 4.22 Active contact probe diagram. (a) device under test, (b) the probe implementation, and (c)

equivalent circuit.

Where Rs, Cr, and R¿ are test circuit's internal loads, Vpur is the signal to be measured,

R, is the contact resistance between the probe tip and test point, Co is the parasitic ca-

pacitance of the probe, R6 is a very large resistor to control the buffer gate charging, C" is

the gate capacitance of the FET, ¿s,u is the ground wire parasitic inductance, G(a) isthe

amplifier's frequency response, and V^uo, is the measured voltage. The measured voltage

can be given by:
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Typical values, same as in last section, of these parasitic parameters for the AFM-based

contact probe system are: Co:O.lpF, and L*-50nL1. zo is always 50Q for impedance

match at high frequency measurement. C":0.05pF, a typical value of a buffer FET [2].

There are two cutofffrequencies of this active probing system,/r and f"z, and they can

be expressed and estimated as:

-fct= ^4 ^ =3'2GHz þr Ã. =50Q
2rzc pR,

t - 
| 

-,r^._:_r.\GHz
zn,,!C rLo,

(4.2t)

(4.22)

(4.23)

According to Equation (4.18), maintaining a smaller contact resistance is very important

to the active probe measurement bandwidth. If R" equals to lkQ (It happens when probe

tip wears), the probe bandwidth will be reduced to 160MHz.

Unlike the passive probe, the extra load experienced by the DUT is mainly the capacitive

load from Crand Co.The pure resistive load.i?¿ is large and can be as large as 10MÇ).
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Chøpter 5

Measurements using EFM and AFM Probing

Systems

IC internal node signal measurement techniques and their laboratory tests have been

extensively studied previously in I39l-[45]. The work of this report was mainly focused

on applications of EFM and AFM probing systems in more practical measurements. Sev-

eral commercial chips were studied, and state-oÊart IC fabrication processes were

charactertzed by the probing systems. This chapter presents measurement results and

analyses, some of them have been published in [46]-[a9].

5.1 Typical measurement setup

Alltests to be reported in this chapter were performed with a similar measurement setup

configuration. This general test environment is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The following

are descriptions of the system function blocks of this general setup, and detailed meas-

urement parameter setup, DUT preparation, and DUT stimulus generation of individual

test will be reported separately later.
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Probe Head Mounted
on a Probe Station

EFM Sampling Application
SoftwareSiqnalPath

Figure 5.1 Typical measurement setup.

Generaltest setup system function blocks are as follows:

Contact Prob
SignalPatlr

Probe station. A standard probe station was used to provide mechanically stable

platform for the EFM and AFM probing systems. Probe station's optical system

and position stage are also used to coarsely locate test points and help to put

probe tip close to them initially.

EFM/AFM probe tip assembly. Depending on the test to be performed, EFM or

AFM probe tip assembly is chosen. For non-contact EFM sampling, there is only

one option of probe tip assembly, which has the EFM probe tip at end of it and

connect it through a 50Q transmission lines to sampling pulse generator. For con-

tact probing, there are two types of contact tip assemblies: passive resistor-

divided probe and active high impedance probe.

Probe llead. As the details of it have been presented in last chapter, probe head's

capabilities can be summarized as: it is able to perform high-resolution imaging

and fine positioning in a range of 40x40x40¡rm provided by the piezo xyz-
actuator; the Laser cantilever deflection detection system is integrated in the

probe head, and it provides the high frequency signalpath for sampling pulses to

be Contro

High Speed
Oscilloscope
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the EFM probe tip assembly or contact probing signals from the tip assembly

measurement equipment.

EFM and AFM probe system controller and Application Software. This

the controlling system that integrated both EFM and AFM probing techniques.

automates most of the probing procedures through the application software.

Digital Pattern Generator. A Tektronix HFS 9000 digital signal generator was

used, which was able to generate signal at 680Bit/s with 200ps rising/falling

times.

tr Measurement Equipment. A Tektronix 118018 oscilloscope with SD26 sam-

pling heads was used. It has 20GHz measurement bandwidth and i7.5ps ris-

ing/falling time specifications.

The following sections report measurement results performed on six different devices.

First five tests utilized EFM sampling probe system, and last one \ryas measured using

AFM contact probe system.

5,2 Measurement on a 0.5¡rm CMOS test circuit

To evaluate the practical capabilities of the proposed EFM probing technique, measure-

ments were performed on an inverter chain chip. The test device was fabricated in HP's

0.5pm CMOS technology via Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC). A micro-

photograph and equivalent schematic of the circuit is shown in Figure 5.2.

The test structure consists of four rows of smallest standard cell inverters, and

somel5x15¡rm test pads were inserted in various locations, as shown in Figure 5.2,be-

tween inverters. First three rows' test pads have 10x10¡rm un-passivated openings, and

the last row's test pads are passivated. The chip is operated at 3.3V and circuit stimulus

signals were provided through the input pad.

to

is

It
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 (a) Microphotograph of the CMOS inverter chain. (b) The inverter chain circuit schematic.

Several EFM probing measurements were performed on this device and we report them

as follows:

5.2.1 100Mb/s data waveform probing

A 8-bit digital pattern at 100Mb/s [01011010] was applied to the input pin, and EFM

probing was performed over a 10x1O¡rm un-passivated pad. The following is the EFM

measurement parameter setting: the sampling pulse is lns wide and 2.6V square-\ryave

function; waveform is sampled at 200ps time intervals; single data acquisition time is

200ms; and tip to surface separation is 200nm. Figure 5.3 exhibits the measured wave-

form using EFM probe and the data input waveform. By comparing measured waveform

with input waveform, it is obvious that the EFM probing system is capable to extract
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digital data bit information at this speed and logic swings. Using the data measured by

EFM, we calculated that the EFM system RMS noise for this measurement is 0.07 +

0.02V. Defuritely, the EFM system is able to sampling signals at even higher data rates

and lower logic swings.
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Figure 5.3 (a) l00M/s data signal measurement on 0.5¡rm CMOS inverter chain. (b) The 1001v{/s input

waveform.

5.2.2 EFM probing through passivation layer

The EFM system was also used to measure signal through the passivation layer, which is

the top insolating layer deposited during the CMOS process. The passivation layer over

metal3 of this CMOS process is Nitride with a thickness of 0.5¡rm. As it is based on non-

contact capacitive interaction between the probing tip and the test conductor, the EFM

system is able to probe signals through passivation. A stimulus of a 100MHz clock signal

was applied to the inverter chain. EFM sampling pulse was set at lns and 2.6Y, and

waveforms were sampled at 100ps step interval and 200ms single data acquisition time.

Resulting waveforms over both passivated and un-passivated pads are shown in Figure

5.4. The tip-to-surface separation is set at 0.3pm in the EFM probing system, so the

separation from the probe tip over a passivation layer to test conductor is about 0.8¡rm

7264562416
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and it is 0.5pm larger the distance when the probe tip is over an un-passivated test point.

As the electrostatic force is proportional to the capacitance gradient, which is changing

inversely with the power of two of the tip-to-surface separation, the EFM probing system

signal-to-noise ratio will be reduced as the separation increases. It can be seen in Figure

5.4 that higher RMS noise on the waveform sampled over passivation layer than the one

over un-passivated pad. Theoretically, the passivation layer also increases the dielectric

constant of the capacitance and thus increases the capacitance, however its contribution

is much smaller than the separation factor. This relation can also be seen in following

sample equation of a capacitor formed by two parallel conducting plates:

then (s.1)

where ¿ is the dielectric constant of material between the two plates, A is the area of a

plate, and z is the separation between the two plates. We can see that the capacitance

gradient, S which is proportional to electrostatic force in an EFM system, changes"ðz
linearly with dielectric constant but exponentially with the separation.
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Figure 5.4 Waveforms of
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The EFM system can sample signal waveforms even through insolating passivation layer

due to the nature of its electrostatic interaction between the probe and the circuit conduc-

tors' As the passivation layer prevents the tip to be placed closer to the test conductor,

the system signal-to-noise is higher when measurements are performed over passivation.

5.2.3 Duty cycle test

Due to the complexity of today's digital ICs, some digital events may only happen once

in a few hundreds even few thousands of clock cycles. Testing such digital events re-
quires measurements of long duty cycle repetitive digital patterns.

A 100-to-1 duty cycle test was performed by the EFM system on the inverter chain sam-

ple. The input signal is a 100-bit repetitive digital dara at l25Mbit/s data rate (gns clock
period)' Except only one data bit is asse¡ted to logic "0" (0V), all other bits are set to
logic "1" (3.3V). This signal was sampled by the EFM probing system with a sampling
pulse of lns and 2'6Y, a sampling step interval of 500ps, and single point data acquisi-

tion time of 200ms. For the firll waveform, which is 800ns in time, sampling was fin-
ished in 320 seconds. The measured waveform is exhibited in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 A 100-to-1 duty cycle test performed by the EFM sampling probe.

Clearly, the logic "0" bit was detected by the EFM measurement, which is located at

7l2ns. A 90ns zoom-in picture is also seen in Figure 5.5, which gives more detailed
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waveform information of the logic bit. The RMS noise of this measurement was calcu-

lated out at 0.28 t 0.05V for 3.3V logic swing. The low frequency system noise, which is

represented by the envelope of the measured waveform in Figure 5.5, can be effectively

reduced by multi-loop test features of the application software, however with the com-

promise of the longer acquisition time. A theoretical voltage sensitivity study of the same

type EFM cantilever was perform in [4] based on the cantilever thermal noise, and RMS

noise was estimated at 20mV / J Hz in condition of a 0.75V and 140ps sampling pulse

and T:8ns. Using test parameter in this measurement and comparing with the study re-

sult, we can get that the EFM system thermal RMS noise for this test should be around

80mVlJHz. 100ms was the lock-in amplifier measurement time for one single data

point, and effective bandwidth is l0Hz. Then the theoretical estimation of the system

thermal noise is 253mY. Measured the RMS noise was larger as it was the overall sys-

tem noise and it included other types of noise, such as vibration.

5.2.4 Propagation delay measurement

The smallest standard cell inverter's propagation delay is a key technology parameter to

charactertze a CMOS process. For instance, IBM specifies that this parameter is 27ps for

its state-oÊthe-art l00nm Cu CMOS process [50]. This specification is measured inter-

nally on the inverter chain device for the HP 0.5pm CMOS process using the EFM

probing system.

The tests were done on a clock signal over the test pads between every two inverters of
the second inverter row of the test device. More detailed '2oom-in" measurements were

performed on the same rising edge of the signal at those different locations. The rising

edge were sampled by l.ZY 400ps sampling pulses, at every 20ps a step, and 500ms

sampling time for single data point, and the four measured rising edges (represented by

four different colored curves) are shown in Figure 5.6. The signal steps on the rising

edges were related to the time unit's delay control scheme, as the time unit may switch

an array of delay elements on and the other array of delay elements off in the same time

and this may cause a small delay discontinuity.
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Figure 5.6 Sampling waveforms of rising edges and inverter chain delay measurement.

According to Figure 5.6, the propagation delay between two inverters is 150ps. So the

smallest standard cell inverter's propagation delay is 75ps, which is consistent with ana-

log simulation result using Cadence Spectres simulator and process data provided by Hp,

which is specified at 88ps [51].

5.3 TI DSP TMS320C30 Clock distribution tree measurement

A TI TMS320C30 DSP, which is inserted on a commercial of-the-shelf evaluation board

ûom Texas Instruments, was also tested by the EFM probing system. The board was

powered and controlled through a PCI bus cable which extends out from a PC and no

special fixture and stimulus are needed.

Internal signal measurements were performed on the clock distribution tree of this TI
DSP chip. A clock distribution tree likes the "nerve system" of a digital chip. It provides

trigger signals of all the sequential logic elements of on the digital chip, and all digital

data vectors' computing operations are timed by this clock. So the timing information of
the clock distribution tree is of utmost important to a digital chip.

The IT DSP, as shown in Figure 5.7, takes a single 30MHz clock input from a crystal

oscillator, and converts it into two 180-degree-out-of-phase l5MHz clock signals. These

two signals are distributed all over the chips, and there are many clock leaf drivers con-

Edge Oelay 
= 
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necting to the two lines and driving local circuit elements. The following points of this

clock tree were tested by the EFM probing system: the clock trace right after the clock

input pad, the clock lines after frst stage clock buffers, and points before and after one

local clock buffers.

Dririlg
cilcuit elernents

Ivfany clock
leaf drirners

Driving
cilcuit elernents

Trvo gfobal clock
rlishil¡utiou lines

Figure 5.7 TI TMS320C30 DSP clock distribution tree circuit schematic.

AFM images were also scanned by the probe system to aid the probe positioning. Figure

5.8 exhibits the images of the test area including the input clock trace.

Figure 5.8 (a) Input clock trace under EFM probe, (b) 40x40um AFM image ofthe a¡ea over the input

clock trace, and (c) A cross section ofthe image.

t
a

a
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Figure 5.8 (a) shows the microscope image of the EFM probe seating over the clock

trace right after atouchdown surface finding procedure was performed, Figure 5,8 (b) is

the high-resolution image token using the probe's AFM scanning operation, and Figure

5.8 (c) is a cross section of the AFM image. As the clock line (indicated by a cross in

Figure 5.8) is wide enough to resolve it on the 40x40um image, no zoom-in AFM image

was taken. The input clock trace width is measured at 5 um from the cross section picture.

All EFM measurements were performed over the passivation layer with 2.6V and l.3ns

sampling pulses. Figure 5.9 shows the clock signals measured at input trace and the two

points after the input clock converting stage.

g)

Time (ns)

Figure 5.9 Measurement of clock input and on chip out-oÊphase clock signals of a TI TMS320C30

DSP.

The red waveform is the input 30MHz clock. The green and blue waveforms are the two

out-oÊphase clock signals. Not only was the signal converting operation verified through

this measurement, but also the converting stage propagation delays were resolved by

comparing the transition edges. The delays are 3.5ns and 5.9ns from the input to the two-

out-of-the-phase output ports. Larger delay at one output is due to the signal inverting

inside the stage.

Figure 5.10 shows a microphotograph of two leaf clock drivers of the clock tree on the

TI DSP. The sizes of them are much larger then the logic circuit elements shown in the

same figures. This suggests that the clock tree leaf driving buffers may consist of more
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inverter stages (4 or 6 stages) to increase the drivability. A clock leaf buffer usually

drives a block area on the chip and it may contain a substantial amount of circuit element.

The capacitive load of the clock leaf buffer can be large which requires large drivability.

EFM tests were taken before and after one of the buffer as indicated in Figure 5.10. The

signal is basically the one l5MHz clock. EFM probe measured waveforms were given in

Figure 5.11.

tr'igure 5.10 Microphotograph of two clock driver buffers of the clock distribution tree in a TI

TMS32OC3O DSP.

Figure 5.11 (a) showsthe input signal of the buffer in red waveform and output in blue.

They were measured at 0.5ns step interval. In order to observe the propagation delay of
the buffer, detailed "zoom-in" measurements were taken at 50ps a step on the falling

edges. It results that there is a 0.8ns propagation delay for the leaf clock buffers.

tr'igure 5.ll Delay measurement of a TI TMS320C30 DSp clock tree buffers.
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The tests on this IT DSP demonstrate that

network were studied by the EFM probing

mation were obtained with 50ps resolution,

sivation layer and non-invasive too.

a fairly large digital chip's clock distribution

system, various driving stages'timing infor-

and the measurements \ryere through the pas-

5.4 Backside Probing

Backside diagnostic techniques are important because many IC manufacturers, especially

the high performance microprocessors vendors, have adopted flip-chip packaging in the

past several years. In a flip-chip configuration, as shown in Figure 5.12, a silicon die is

flipped upside-down and bonded directly to a substrate. Flip-chip technology has the ad-

vantage of a superior electrical performance. It reduces parasitic effects of chip bonding

wires, and it helps address the power- and clock-distribution problems by allowing bond-

ing pads to be placed at any position on the chip instead of making all I/O connections on

the die boundary. However it also makes the die un-accessible to probe from circuit side,

and backside probing has to be used in flip-chip mounted IC failure analysis.

Non-contact EFM probing technique was also used for measuring high-frequency volt-

age waveforms from the backside of flip-chip mounted integrated circuits. Test results

have been published in [48], and this section reports them.

sr¡bsh ate

Circuihy lay-a

Flip-chip solclel brunps

Package subshate

Figure 5.12 A diagram of flip-chip mounting confìguration.

The backside samples were ring oscillators prepared

state-oÊthe-art microprocessor. Figure 5.13 is shown a

as part of the development of a

photograph the test setup, where
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the EFM probe seats above the flip chip sample. The probe is intended to operate on a

standard probe station configuration.

Figure 5.13 Non-contact EFM sampling probe mounted above a backside test sample.

Normally, a silicon die substrate has a thickness of 250-500pm. Several steps have taken

to prepared backside EFM probe samples. A cross section of a backside test sample is

illustrated in Figure 5.14, and backside probe sample preparation steps are:

E Silicon dies was mechanically thinning down to thickness of about 100-150¡rm

globally.

tr A Focus Ion Beam (FIB) is used to further thin the test area to 10-15¡rm from the

circuit active layer. A FIB tool operates in vacuum, and it takes charged gallium

ions from a field emission liquid metal ion source, focuses them into a beam

through electromagnetic/electrostatic lenses, and then scans across small areas of
the sample using deflection plates or scan coils. Since gallium ions are heavy ions

comparing to electrons, a FIB's ion beam mills the sample surface as it scans it. A

FIB tool is used to precisely mill silicon substrate layer by layer in our sample

preparation. On our test samples, 150x150¡rm trenches are made over the circuit-

ries we are interested.
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Small test holes are opened by the

also capable of making fine cuts on

our case, several 5x5pm, l0x1Opm,

shown in Figure 5.15.

FIB above the test points interested. FIB is

silicon with accuracy as high as 0.01pm. In

and 15xi5pm square test holes were made,

Fz

*

v(,(x,y,t) (a)

Figure 5.14 (a) Micro-machined probe with <50nm radius tip at the apex, (b) The probe is placed in a

FIB-milled access hole from the chip backside.

Figure 5.l5 exhibits the EFM probe seating in the backside access trench of the test sam-

ple, and a higher magnification micrograph of the FIB access holes. Figure 5.15 (c) is a

40x40pm AFM image of the area with two 5x5¡rm FIB access holes. EFM probe posi-

tioning was guided by this image.
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Figure 5.15 (a) Micrograph of probe in a backside access hole, (b) Higher magnification micrograph of

the FIB access holes for the ring oscillator, and (c) AFM mode image of 5x5pm FIB access

holes.

As the test structure is a ring oscillator, the EFM measured waveform, as shown in

Figure 5.16, is a clock signal with a period of 6. lns for this ring oscillator.

FIB access
hole ,

1
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Figure 5.16 Ring oscillator waveforms taken using EFM probing system through backside access holes.

5.5 AFM Sub-Micron Contact Probing measurement

This section reports the AFM sub-micron imaging and computer-controlled probe posi-

tioning abilities of the AFM-based contact probing system and the real-time electrical

measurement realized by the contact probing assemblies. Measurement results was also

published in[47] and [49].

The test structure To demonstrate the AFM sub-micron imaging and computer-controlled

probe positioning abilities, a group of three 0.5pm interconnect lines with 0.5¡rm separa-

tion test structure was used. For comparison, Figure 5.17 (a) shows a photomicrograph of

a typical etched-wire probe with a tip of 1¡rm over the 0.5¡rm interconnect lines. As one

can easily notice, using even an etched wire probe of very small diameter, it is diffìcult

to obtain a contact with only one of the metaltraces. One the other hand, Figure 5.17 (b)

shows the scanned AFM image of the same corner of the test structure. Note that at the

AFM resolution, one can clearly see the three 0.5pm interconnect lines, and even sub-

0.1pm surface details.
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(a) 0)

Figure 5.17 Typical 1¡rm etchedneedle probe nearthree 0.5Fm interconnect lines.

A high frequency signal test was performed by an AFM-based passive contact probe tip

assembly on a lmm wide SO0-transmission line structure. Measurement results are

shown in Figure 5.18. In this test, a 120ps risetime pulse was the stimulus signal. The

probe was a 40-to-1 (using a 1950Q divider-resistor) passive contact tip assembly. The

probe output and the test structure output were all connected to a Tektronix 118018 high

fr equency oscilloscope (20GHz bandwidth, I 7. 5ps rising/falling times).

400

200

0

.?00

¡00

'fim8 (ns)

(a)
ïme (ns)

(b)

Figure 5.18 l20ps risetime edge measured by (a) Tektronix oscilloscope, (b) AFM-based passive contact

probe.

Figure 5.18 (a) shows the rising edge measured directly by the oscilloscope at the output

of the test structure. Figure 5.18 (a) shows the same rising edge measured by the oscillo-
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scope through the contact passive tip assembly. These results clearly show that the

risetime measured using AFM-based passive contact probe is equivalent to that of the

stimulus signal.

Another test results are shown in Figure 5.19. In this test, a 200Mbit/s 8-bit pattern was

the stimulus signal. A active tip assembly was used in the measurement, and a Tektronix

SD14 active probe was also used to probe the signal for comparison. Figure 5.19 (a)

shows the waveform measured by the Tektronix probe, and Figure 5.19 (b) is the wave-

form probed by the active contact tip assembly. Clearly, the active tip assembly has a

comparable bandwidth with the Tektronix active probe.

1,0

=ô 0.0

.1.0

t,0

50.0

Figure 5.19 200Mb/s signals

probe.

measured by (a) Tektronix

ïme (ns)

(b)

active probe, (b) AFM-based active contact

AFM-based contact probe applications to

reported in [52] and [53].

more practical measurements have also been
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Chøpter 6

Conclusions and Future Work Suggestions

6.1 Conclusions

Two IC internal signal measurement techniques have been presented. They are the

amplitude modulation high-speed EFM sampling technique, and AFM-based sub-micron

contact probing technique. Theoretical analysis reviews that EFM sampling is a non-

invasive, high spatial resolution, and high bandwidth measurement technique.

Both techniques has been implemented and integrated into one practical probing system

which can retrofit and work with a typical probe station. Probe tip assemblies for EFM

sampling, and passive and active contact probing techniques have been developed.

Internal signal measurements have been performed on an inverter chain structure fabri-

cated in HP's 0.5¡rm CMOS technology and on a TI TMS320C30 DSP which is a com-

mercial ofÊthe-shelf device. The test results demonstrate that the EFM sampling tech-

nique is able to verifo various digital signal properties on practical devices, such as: data

pattern extraction, timing information of logic state switching, signal propagation delay

measurement with below ten picosecond resolution, and long duty cycle digital vector

measurement. The EFM sampling technique is also capable of signal measurement

through chip passivation layer.
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Backside probing for flip-chip confìguration devices is tested using the EFM

measurement system, and simple ring oscillator clock signal was extracted. More

experiments have to be done to explore the applications of EFM sampling technique on

backside measurement.

AFM-based contact probing system has been demonstrated that it is capable of 100nm

resolution surface imaging and precisely controlled probe positioning. Both passive and

active contact tip assemblies have compatible measurement bandwidth with the

traditional contact probes.

6.2 Future Suggestions

6.2.I Piezo-resistive deflection sensor

One shortcoming of the Laser deflection detection system is that there is a mirror located

in front of cantilevertip (As shown in Figure 4.11). This configuration may be an obsta-

cle for access deep probe card opening, and prevent its application of multiprobing.

There is always a desire to using several probes simultaneously for certain devices fail-

ure analysis. One possible solution is to use piezo-resistive deflectíon sensor instead of

Laser beam bounce system. As shown in Figure 6.1, using modern MEMS (Microelec-

tromechanical System) technology, a piezo-resistive resistor can be implanted right in

the cantilever. As a piezo resistor changes resistance when it experiences stress, it will

sense the cantilever deflection which creates stress over the cantilever. Such piezo resis-

tive MEMS system has been applied to some of pressure sensor developments.

The advantage of the piezo-resistive deflection sensor is obvious. All the optical parts are

not needed including the front mirror. This willdramatically reduce the size of the probe

head and simplify the control electronics, as the Laser beam bounce system takes the

most of the probe head space and lots hardware devoted to the detection system's ad-

justment and calibration.
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Piezo-resistive Resistor

Figure 6.1 A piezo-resistive resistor is implanted in a cantilever as deflection sensor.

6.2.2 Multi-channel Sampling

The proposed EFM sampling technique is using one sampling pulse within one period of
a repetitive signal and the waveform can only be extracted one point a time. Theoreti-

cally, there can be multiple sampling pulses and the waveform can be built several data

points a time to reduce total measurement time. Practically, it is also possible to imple-

ment a multiple pulse sampling technique with the EFM system. A multichannel EFM

sampling technique has been proposed by the researchers at University of Manitoba. As

shown in Figure 6.2, there are five sampling pulses at different phase locations within a

one period of a repetitive pattern. In order to distinguish the five sampling pulses' sam-

pled data, they are modulated with different frequencies. EFM sampling technique also

requires the sampling pulse to be modulated close to the cantilever resonant frequency so

that to increase the detected deflection signal, so the five sampling pulses are located

close to either other around the cantilever resonant frequency, as shown in the frequency-

domain curve in Figure 6.2 (b). The frequency separation can be as low as 10H2, as a

lock-in amplifier used to measure a signal just at certain frequency is a very narow

band-pass fl itter amplifier.
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Figure 6.2 (a) Multi-channel sampling pulse timing diagram. (b) Multi-channel sampling pulse

quency domain diagram.

Future work of this technique may involve the development of hardware which is able to

multiplex the modulated multi-channel sampling pulse trains into one signal so that to

send it to the EFM probe. Using several lock-in amplifier instruments to measure the

multi-channel data seems not a practical approach. Fortunately, modern DSP signal proc-

essing power would be sufficient enough for this job. The implementation of DSP data

process of this technique would be a good development project.
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